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Remember:

Singular possession often looks like this – the girl’s (one girl)

Plural possession often looks like this – the girls’ (more than one girl)

1.	Cut out the boxes below and sort the sentences out into examples of singular possession 
and plural possession.

I can use possessive apostrophes with plurals. 

The dragons’ cave               
was terrifying.

The jewel’s sparkle         
was magical.

The bat’s nose twitched,   
sniffing out intruders.

The witches’ screams 
rang out through the 

valley.

A person’s footsteps were   
heard approaching.

Itsy, Bitsy and Mipsy’s       
knees trembled.



Remember:

Singular possession often looks like this – the girl’s (one girl).

Plural possession often looks like this – the girls’ (more than one girl).

In the lair lived three dragons: Itsy, Bitsy and Mipsy. They lived together in a cave at the 
foot of a prehistoric mountain, hiding from danger and protecting their secret.

1.	Fill in the plural and singular apostrophes in the sentences below.

The dragons cave               
was terrifying.

The dragons secret was 
that they were hiding 

some mysterious jewels.

The many jewels sparkles 
were magical.

The thousands of cave   
bats noses twitched,  

sniffing out intruders.

A persons footsteps were   
heard approaching.

Itsy, Bitsy and Mipsys       
knees trembled.

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 
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In the lair lived three dragons: Itsy, Bitsy and Mipsy. They lived together in a cave at the 
foot of a prehistoric mountain, hiding from danger and protecting their secret.

1.	Fill in the plural apostrophes in the sentences below.

a) The dragons cave was terrifying. 

b) The dragons secret was that they were hiding some mysterious jewels.

c) The thousands of cave bats noses twitched, sniffing out intruders.

d) Humans footsteps were heard approaching.

e) The dragons knees trembled.

f) The intruders shadows were getting closer.

2.	Write two more sentences about the three dragons, showing apostrophes for plural possession.

a) 

b)     
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Answers
1.	 Cut out the boxes below and sort the sentences out into examples of singular possession and 
plural possession.

1.	 Fill in the plural apostrophes in the sentences below.

1.	 Fill in the plural apostrophes in the sentences below.

Singular possession: 
The jewel’s sparkle was magical.
The bat’s nose twitched, sniffing out intruders.
A person’s footsteps were heard approaching.

Plural possession: 
The dragons’ cave was terrifying. 
The witches’ screams rang out through the valley.

a) The dragons’ cave was terrifying. 
b) The dragons’ secret was that they were hiding some mysterious jewels.
c) The many jewels’ sparkles were magical.
d) The thousands of cave bats’ noses twitched, sniffing out intruders.
e) People’s footsteps were heard approaching.
f) Itsy, Bitsy and Mipsy’s knees trembled.

a) The dragons’ cave was terrifying. 
b) The dragons’ secret was that they were hiding some mysterious jewels.
c) The thousands of cave bats’ noses twitched, sniffing out intruders.
d) Humans’ footsteps were heard approaching.
e) The dragons’ knees trembled.
f) The intruders’ shadows were getting closer.
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